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TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Atlas Copco Initiates New Employee Sustainability Program
Atlas Copco launched an employee-led
sustainability program — called Blue is
the New Green — to reduce its resource
consumption on a global scale. The
new program encourages employees to
minimize their environmental impact by
making small changes to consume fewer
resources, including electricity, materials
and water.
Atlas Copco created the new program
after completing a company-wide survey
in 2013. More than 3,000 employees
in 65 countries completed the survey,
and more than 65 percent of employees
reported that a focused effort in reducing resource consumption would create
value for themselves and the company.
“This is hands-down one of our most important initiatives in recent history,” said
Andrew Walker, business area president,
Atlas Copco Construction Equipment.
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The program encourages employees to
help each other reduce their environmental impact. For instance, employees
can submit their resource-reducing ideas
for a chance to win prizes, and managers
can share their challenges on a virtual
platform to find a solution.
“This is not a campaign with an end
date,” explained Sofie Gielen, Atlas Copco communication director. “This is a first
step to build ongoing employee engagement and resource efficiency into our operations, not only because it contributes
to our company message, Sustainable
Productivity, but also because it’s just the
right thing to do.”
In addition to generating employee
engagement, the program will create
awareness and new habits aimed at
reducing consumption. For example,
Atlas Copco is encouraging employees to

minimize trash by using recyclable cans
or reusable glasses instead of disposable
alternatives.
Blue is the New Green also encourages
employees to report maintenance issues
quickly to minimize water waste. For
instance, signs posted near sinks and faucets will show how much waste a water
leak creates and a phone number to call
for a service request.
The program already inspired employees to submit many sustainability ideas,
including installing motion-detected light
switches that automatically turn on or off
overhead lights, Gielen said. “This really
says something about how dedicated our
employees are to the company’s sustainability goals. And this program is growing
continually to support our efforts to
become the best corporate citizen that
we can be.” •

TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Greenlee® / A Textron Company (NYSE: TXT) is proud to
announce the launch of its new website dedicated to the
Greenlee Communications product line at www.greenleecommunications.com. The new site will support its
diverse product portfolio as it expands into new technologies.
“We felt it necessary to develop one site where
our customers could visit to learn more about the
broad range of products and services we’re developing in technologies like Ethernet, fiber, and xDSL”
said Jason Butchko, Greenlee Communications Vice
President and General Manager. “This new site will
allow us to post content that educates and informs
our customers about new product capabilities as
we become more of a thought leader in the telecommunications and broadband markets.”

All product, support, resource, promotions and Where
to Buy pages are available on the new Greenlee Communications website. Customers can view new product
announcements, detailed product information, obtain
reference materials, and find career opportunities.
Greenlee Communications recently launched the
DataScout™ 10G, further adding to their DataScout family
of Ethernet/Transport multi-protocol network analyzers.
For more information about this product and many others,
visit the new greenleecommunications.com! •
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TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Ideal Industries Breaks Ground in Sycamore, Illinois
At its groundbreaking ceremony in the Sycamore Prairie Business Park, IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC. of Sycamore Illinois,
celebrated the beginning of a construction process that will
result in a new manufacturing facility of 220,000 square feet.
It will replace several existing facilities in the area and provide
additional capacity within the existing product lines as well as
support new product launches which are being announced simultaneously with the construction.
Among the attendees were Craig Erdmier and Jim Kutz of
Cord Construction of Rockford, the general contractor, and Bill
Waldorf and Joe Winkelmann of Larson and Darby, project architects. Speaking on behalf of Sycamore leadership, Mayor
Ken Mundy said, “We are so pleased that IDEAL, a 75 year
contributor to our local economy, has continued to show faith
inour community by making this very significant investment.
We, of course, will be as supportive as we have always been.”
Nick Shkordoff, General Manager/VP Electrical Division at
IDEAL expressed his appreciation for the support IDEAL has
received during this project from all involved. “We expect
this building to be the cornerstone of a new era of growth for
us. And we love having it right here in our park. The strong
presence of the DeKalb County Economic Development Corporation (DCEDC) is a key components of what makes us such
a strong community.” •
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MUD-TRAKS
Keeping You Out of a Bind

MUD-TRAKS® offers a lot of benefits
and provides a variety of uses. It is
the strongest, most rigid access mat,
and yet, light enough for men to
handle in the field. It is designed to
move heavy vehicles over “wetland”
like ground conditions.
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It is made from solid fiberglass with an internal grid structure that channels tire load over an area more than 5 times
larger than a comparable sized poly mat. It is rigid enough to
"bridge" a 20-inch span while supporting 10,000 lbs. tire load.
Last year it got even better! We’ve added a thicker fiberglass
core that improves rigidity and strength. These lightweight,
composite fiberglass panels are stronger than wood, plastic,
or steel.
This innovative product comes in three distinctive model
strengths: Lawn Mat for vehicles up to 35,000 lbs., Off-Road
Super Lite Mat for vehicles up to 60,000 lbs., and Off-Road Super Mat for vehicles 100,000+ lbs. These mats take any vehicle
through the harshest terrain and provide a stable, portable
roadway solution. MUD-TRAKS® is too aggressive for pedestrian traffic and designed for use with rubber tire tracks vehicles. It has numerous applications in utility, drilling, structure
movers, heavy construction industries and more.
Its advantages include strength, longevity, ease of handling,
and safety. MUD-TRAKS® reduces 75 psi tire load to 11 psi;
thus, it provides maximum load spread for the lowest psi. It
has the most aggressive traction surface in the industry. It
offers unmatched strength and durability. The mats are easy to
lift, load, and unload. They fit in the back of the pickup truck.
They are not affected by chemicals, temperature, or water.
These mats do not conduct electricity, thus are a perfect solution for utility applications. Power companies and contractors
around the country use MUD-TRAKS® to work on utility lines.
Whether crossing a private property or unstable, rough, muddy conditions, they provide a safe roadway for utility trucks. If
ground conditions support a man walking, MUD-TRAKS®will
take any vehicle and equipment to the site. With its off-white
color the mats can be used in the summer heat and will not
damage the lawn.
These super strong, lightweight sheets have no competitive
equal, where time is money. "If you absolutely have to get
through, it's MUD-TRAKS® ". •
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When you dispatch drivers to utilities jobsites, they need the right tools. One of
these tools is SignalTrack from GPS North America.
From security to safety to efficiency, GPS North America’s solutions were designed
to satisfy the needs of fleets across industries, and they have specific applications at
utilities jobsites. SignalTrack from GPS North America is a combination of software
and hardware: a discreet tracking device you attach to your assets, and a software
application that can be easily accessed from a desktop or any mobile device so you
can track assets on the go.
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SignalTrack’s functions allow utilities fleets
to reach maximum success in a variety of
ways.
Respond quickly to emergency repairs
A utility pole is down—is your fleet of workers prepared to respond right away? If you
can’t get the job done quickly, other work is
only going to keep piling up.
GPS North America created the automated
dispatch feature so fleets could stay on top
of emergency jobs. When there’s a down
utility pole or repair needed at a site, this
feature allows you to instantly find the
closest vehicle and dispatch the driver to
the site with directions.
Keep track of job progress
What if, at any time, you could know where
your workers are—and the status of their
onsite jobs? Vehicle location data can verify
that a technician is at a jobsite and the
length of time they stay to perform work so
you can keep accurate records.
GPS North America also offers Smart
Forms—paperless forms that workers can
use to alert managers about their progress.
This provides you with information about
who is available for dispatch and when.
Whether you’re addressing emergency
concerns, performing routine maintenance,
or completing other necessary tasks, you
can make sure each of your drivers has a
full but manageable schedule—and no one
is underworked or overworked.
Be prepared with tools and equipment
Every measure to make sure workers get
to jobsites quickly is rendered worthless
if they show up with the wrong tools and
equipment. Smart Forms allow workers to
keep track of the assets needed at jobsites
just as they can track their own progress.
Locations and specifications of each site
can be kept in SignalTrack’s database, and
before embarking on a job, drivers can
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make sure everything they need is in the vehicle and that it’s the right equipment for the job. Then,
when the job is complete, they can use a checklist to ensure they’ve packed up all their tools and
equipment.
Protect assets from theft
Utilities equipment is often the target of thieves, especially when it is expensive and has a high
resell value. Therefore, once you’ve taken every effort to manage your drivers, their behaviors,
and their habits with your vehicles and equipment, it’s also necessary to secure those assets from
thieves.
GPS North America’s solutions include GPS tracking of assets, alarms that sound and notifications
that are triggered when equipment leaves its designated area, and even container locking devices
for trailers that lock in addition to tracking location.
SignalTrack’s software allows you to set up reminders and track crucial data about your vehicles,
assets, and workers. That way, you can be sure everything and everyone is operating safely and
efficiently at jobsites.
Start tracking your utilities fleet today with SignalTrack, and see immediate results in the form of
increased productivity. To learn more, you can visit gpsnorthamerica.com or call 1-888-760-4477.
GPS North America is also active on social media and can be found on Twitter via the handle @
GPSNorthAmerica. •
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Morooka Announces
Tier 4 Final Carriers
Morooka USA is preparing the rollout for the all-new, Morooka MST2200VD and MST3000VD track carriers. Both will offer state-of-the-art features that result in a more user friendly, safer and more efficient machine. Safety features include
a fully ROPS certified machine and a back-up camera. The
Tier 4 final Caterpillar C 7.1 in the MST2200VD is more fuel
efficient and runs 90% cleaner. Enhanced hydraulic systems
are controlled by a single joystick, and are load sensing for
easy operation. The Morooka MST2200VD will be available in
May and the MST3000VD will be released in September.
Now made in the USA, Morooka carriers are the staple for
low ground pressure machines. The standard carrier can be
outfitted with a number of attachments, making it an important workhorse to any utility fleet. For a dealer near you visit
www.morookacarriers.com or call (800)365-7260. Morooka!
Don’t settle for anything less! •
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Top Performance with TQK Right-Angle
Precision Planetary Gearboxes
Bonfiglioli is proud to announce the new
TQK series - Right-Angle Precision Gearbox version. This outstanding precision
gearbox is complementary to the TQ series and boasts maximum power density,
allows for top performance, and offers a
space-saving installation solution. Due to
its cutting-edge design and stellar performance, it covers a wide area of application where dynamic, high-speed, and top
precision actions are required as well for
reverse operations and a high number
of starts and stops. TQK is particularly
suitable for dynamic positioning applications for packaging and machine tooling
as well for flat-bed machinery for wood
working. In addition, it can carry out continuous running applications necessary
for printing and paper converting.
TQK provides a maximum power density.
It features a versatile design in 5 sizes
(060, 070, 090, 130 and 160), ratios from
6 up to 200 thanks to its design based on
one and two reduction sizes, all this with
a nominal torque from 30-800 Nm.
http://tekinfo.link/rd3ea08850
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DEWALT introduces three new 20V MAX*
Brushless High Torque Impact Wrenches.
The impact wrenches are available in
1/2 Inch (DCF899) hog ring or detent pin
anvils, 3/4 Inch (DCF898) hog ring with
retention pin hole anvil and a 7/16 Inch
(DCF897) quick release chuck specifically
designed for utility applications.
These high-torque impact wrenches feature efficient, brushless motors and with
the 5Ah 20V MAX* XR lithium ion battery
pack they deliver the power, speed,
and extreme runtime required by the
professional. The 1/2 Inch (DCF899) hog
ring or detent pin anvil impact wrench
delivers 700 ft-lbs of max torque and
1200 ft-lbs of max breakaway torque.
Whether it’s automotive, farm, or heavy
machinery repair, concrete fastening,
road or bridge crews, or elevator and
iron workers – on the job, power and
portability allow for productivity. The
DCF899, DCF897, and DCF898 20V MAX*
Brushless High Torque Impact Wrenches
are designed for professionals and built
Guaranteed Tough® by DEWALT.
For specific sku, pricing and availability,
visit www.dewalt.com.

Power management company Eaton today announced the release of its B-Line®
series TrayCAD™ software, the latest
version of AutoCAD® compatible cable
tray design software intended to help
minimize design time and associated
costs. The software package incorporates
Eaton’s full breadth of B-Line series cable
management products and assists design
and build contractors and engineers in
developing accurate cable tray designs
which help improve overall purchasing
decisions.
“We saw a major opportunity to cut
time – and ultimately costs – at the design and bidding stages of construction
projects,” said Patrick Keller, associate
product manager, Eaton’s B-Line Division.
“The innovative TrayCAD software allows
global customers to overlay cable tray
designs within their existing AutoCAD
construction drawings and complete an
entire bill of materials (BOM) with a click
of a button, resulting in a simple and
accurate design.”

To learn more about TrayCAD software,
visit www.cooperbline.com/traycad.
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
E-mark – the portable, fully autonomous
battery-powered marking gun!

E-mark is an ‘all-in-one’ marking gun.
Its built-in marking head, programming
keypad and battery make it a unique
marking system that is the subject of an
international patent application.
100% portable and self-powered
Well-balanced, weighing in at less than
3 kg and featuring an ergonomic grip,
e-mark is comfortable to hold and operate. It comes complete with a powerful
18 V Li-ion battery that can hold its
charge for up to 4 hours under normal
use (500 markings) and an extra battery
so that users never run out of power. In
addition, e-mark comes with a special
case for convenient storage and transport between job sites. All these features
and accessories, and yet e-mark is the
smallest battery-powered marking gun
on the market!
Accurate marking
Featuring a 60 mm x 25 mm marking
window and a tungsten carbide stylus,
e-mark quickly indents alphanumeric
text, logos and Data Matrix codes directly onto substrates ranging from plastic
to the toughest metals! The optional
front-end support makes it possible to
mark areas that were previously inaccessible. Marking large parts that cannot
be moved (whether in workshops or on
worksites) has never been simpler than
with e-mark!
Designed for industrial applications
The e-mark marking gun features a cast
aluminum body for the best weight/
strength ratio and a membrane keypad
that withstands the harshest environments. Lastly, it has no bothersome
cables that can present shock or trip
hazards.
http://www.ronmack.com.au/
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
Hammerhead Announces New Pipe
Splitting System
HammerHead Trenchless Equipment has
developed a new system for replacing
half-inch to 4-inch natural gas distribution pipe. Used in conjunction with
HammerHead’s line of cable winches, the
tool string components include expanders, connectors, and splitting tools with
replaceable hardened-steel blades. The
system increases production rates for
replacing existing runs of PVC, HDPE,
MDPE and Aldyl-A pipe with new MDPE
or HDPE pipe.
HammerHead’s extensive research and
development conducted in conjunction
with contractor and gas company field
tests produced the modular design.
HammerHead’s reengineered tools now
allow contractors to easily replace worn
tooling and choose from a selection of
cable size and winch options. The integrated swivel design eliminates torque
on replacement pipe as it is installed
during pullback.
HammerHead’s 12-ton pulling winch,
the HydroGuide HG12 with patented,
self-deploying downrigger, supports the
new process. The HG12 simplifies set
up and an adjustable boom can be set
to the required depth without jacking
up the machine. A solid, dual-capstan
design provides a constant pulling force
over the entire cable length to help
reduce cable wear. The bull wheel and
planetary drive system provide reliable
power and control.
HammerHead gas splitting tools and
cable winches are available from HammerHead Trenchless Equipment or from
authorized dealers, worldwide. Authorized dealers can be found on the web at
www.hammerheadtrenchless.com or by
calling 800.331.6653. (International: + [1]
262.567.8833).
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
Talbert Introduces New 4050TA HeavyHaul Trailer
The new 4050TA, the latest addition to
Talbert Manufacturing’s Traveling Axle
Series, is ideal for haulers who need
the flexibility of a California-legal trailer
with a lower deck height to clear bridges
and tunnels when transporting taller
equipment.
The new trailer features an industry-leading 36-inch deck height and a
California-legal trailer length. Along
with providing additional clearance, the
lower deck height equates to extra load
opportunities.
“After receiving feedback at the Tow
Show last year, we decided to give our
customers just what they were asking for
– the 4050TA,” said Jerry Rothwell, director of business development at Talbert.
“They talked and we listened, and we
made the changes they wanted to see.”
Talbert increased the 4050TA capacity
from 70,000 to 80,000 pounds evenly
distributed or 50,000 pounds in 10 feet
and reduced the lower deck height to 36
inches. The 4050TA also features a 7-degree load angle and an updated e-chain
for the air and electrical lines. The new
e-chain is metal rather than plastic for
greater durability, especially in colder
climates.
All Talbert traveling axle trailers come
standard with double keyhole tie-down
slots on the top of the outside beams.
Additionally, standard models include
double keyhole tie-downs that are
recessed down the center of the trailer’s
main deck with a metal basket below
that protects the main cylinder from
excess chain when tying down loads.

www.talbertmfg.com.
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636-462-1407

TUS AD INDEX
Company
Aircraft Dynamics
Asher & Sons
Amerex
Brooks Bro
Brown Bear Co
Brown Bronto
Cee Jay Research
Clean Fix
Coburn Co
Condux
Elk River
Gamber Johnson
GPS North America
Herculock
I-80 Truck Sales
ICUEE
iTool Co
Krenz Vent
Lind Electronics
Miller Safety
Morooka
MSA Safety
Mud Traks
NECA
Nesco
Pacific Trading & Recycling LLC
Pelsue
Powerbully
Precision Sales
Prinoth
Raven America
Ring Power Corporation
Roose
Sorb Web
Surge Suppression
Thermoweld
Time Versa Lift
Twistool
VersaTran
Venco Venturo
Yale Cordage
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